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The database TOXINFO developed by the Munich Poison Information Centre is used in the daily routine in several Poison Centres in Germany since 1994. The system allows exchange and shared usage of monographs, case reports and addresses between the participating Poison Centres. In addition to the features of the database TOXINFO, TOXINFO-2 allows electronic data exchange of product information between Poison Centres and manufacturers.

The principal item of the system is a data format, called “ROSETTA”. This format allows the exchange of different product information forms, like the form of the EAPCCT/AISE, the EAPCCT/COLIPA and most of other information used in Poison Centres. Therefore the data exchange is independent from the locally used computer systems and programs. The participating Poison Centres may use their own hard- and software.

The manufacturers can utilize the format for the export of data from their own database-systems or, if required, together with a data input program, which can be supplied by the Poison Centres.

Each manufacturer transmits data of his products to the Poison Centre of his choice. Each participating Poison Centre adds the data in encrypted form in a communication computer, from which all other Centres update their databases automatically. With this procedure every Poison Centre has a complete set of data at any time.

The Federal Institute of Health Protection for Consumers and Veterinary Medicine will convert its product information data into “ROSETTA” to enable the electronic data exchange with the participating Poison Centres.

Great importance is given to the confidence and security of the data exchange.